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Want to learn the art of car control and experience racing
firsthand without breaking the bank?Try indoor karting.

I

f you took a poll of the world's top 50
professional race-car drivers, chances are
that most of them got started in karts.
Karting is the first rung on the ladder to professional motorsports today. With the
increasing popularity of karting on these
shores, particularly indoor karting, the sport
is becoming more accessible than ever.
Indoor karting facilities are springing up
in ever-increasing numbers around the U.S.,
and typically consist of one or two indoor
road-course tracks that, like real racetracks,
vary in their complexity and layout. To get
the firsthand experience, we visited F1
Boston in Massachusetts, which is considered by many to be the benchmark indoor
facility in North America. The creation of
pro racer R.J. Valentine, F1 Boston is a long
way from the local dirt oval, with two indoor
tracks that are supported by a restaurant,
game rooms and meeting rooms for corporate customers.
In what is typical of many of the indoor
karting facilities around the country, F1
Boston has different options available,
depending on whether you want to just
experience it once, or get involved in competition on a consistent basis. For $35, anyone over the age of 18 can walk in off the
street and compete in a 10-15 lap race-all

that's required is a valid driver's license. For
those that want to do it more seriously, F1
Boston offers competitive adult leagues, as
well as racing schools for younger drivers.
We paid $200 to compete in a four-hour
competitive enduro with an entry list of
eight teams and three or four drivers per
kart. F1 Boston provides a helmet, neck
brace and racing suit, and drivers must go
through an orientation session on kart operation and track rules.
Like many karting facilities around the
U.S., F1 Boston uses a RIM0 chassis with
a Honda engine that puts out 6.5 horsepower, has only one gear and can achieve
speeds of up to 40 mph. Karts have no suspension besides the air in the tires and the
flex of the chassis. The seat is around 1.5
inches off the ground, which keeps the center of gravity low and cornering forces high.
There is no seat belt or racing harness; the
driver is held in place by a tight, deep bucket
seat and straddles the steering column, operating the brake pedal with the left foot and
the throttle with the right.
Once you're wedged into the seat, it
takes some time to get comfortable going
fast in a kart. For one thing, you're using
your left foot to brake, so you have to get
used to modulating the brake pedal cor-

rectly. It's best to wear thin-soled, flexible
sneakers or a good pair of driving shoes if
you have them. With no power steering,
karting is also a workout for your arms if
you spend more than 15-20 minutes driving.
We saw more than one driver leaving the
enduro with blistered palms from wrestling
with the steering wheel, so you may want to
wear a good pair of racing gloves.
The clicht "handles like a kart" is something we've all heard before and after driving one, you'll know why. Steering response
is immediate; a kart can change direction
much more quickly than a road car. Smooth
steering inputs are essential.
Of course, that direct connection with the
track is also what makes karting such a great
learning experience. "I attribute a lot of my
talent today from karting," says professional
sports-car racer Terry Borcheller. 'The relationship of your butt to the track is immediate, so it doesn't get any better for developing that seat-of-the-pants feel."

T

he enduro we entered had a field of
drivers that had all done this before
to some degree. Some guys were
there simply to have a good time, while others were league regulars and were serious
about winning. Just like in real racing, there

consistently drive on the limit, or even
exceed the limit; you learn how it fwls and
how to react. Like the best pro road raars,
the best katers h ' t slide much, but you're
sliding a lot more in a kart than you ever
was a qualifying session to dekamhe start- would in a car on a track day, without the
ing order, and each driver was required to fearof gohgoff and possibly doing signifhcar icant damage to your car or yourself.
spend a minimumamountof eime in t
to avoid disqualification. Safety is taken
There are many options for those that
very seriously, so So red racing, them are want to m m an to mare serious machinery.
penalties for rough driving, which could be In addition to the indoor race, we spent m
a stopand-go or an extended stay in the pib, horn at F1 Outdocxss, which is F1 Boston's
depending on the o&n;gai.
~utdoarfacility, driving a Rotax RM-1,
Longer races p v i & a great opportunity which has 32 homepower, a 2-speed sequento woak on racecmf~You harve to think about tial gembox and can reach speeds close to
how to deal with &&Tic on all sides, as well 100 mph. Getting fast in the Rotax takes
as anticipating where you can set up others some practice-, but it's certaidy something
for a clean p m . "Indoor karting redly &Ips to aspire to if you gat hooked on indoor kartyou learn how to go fast," says top driving ing and want to go fast~r.
Fro driver Boris M d is involved with the
coach and professional rwer Ross Bentley.
"It gets you into the mindset of constantly new KlSpeed kartirrg facility in W o m i a
looking for ways to improve and get faster, and offers a good summary on karting's
which for me is the number-one benefit. You benefits: '*$hliug gives you a great opporr e a l l y ~ t o ~ k a n d t h i n k a h d , i t m a k e s tunity to leanz to drive on the limit and it's
also grekt traZning for racing, as you also
you really think w& you're driving."
The other key Benefit to kart@ is that learn haad-eye coorcbati~nmd timing. It's
it's one of the few venues where you cm also a lot of fun!''
Clockwise from top left: Singlespeed RIM0 kart is
powered by a 6.5-hp Honda engine; full bumper skirt
prwenb dangerous whaedto-wheel contact; plt lane;
something for would-be racers to aspire tawrvds.
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